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Weekly Reading Notes, Due each week
Weekly readings are posted in the shared Google Drive.
You need to do more than just read; you need to invent a method of taking notes to
extract and record the information you find interesting, important, or worth
remembering. Do not write down everything you read. Donʼt use speech-to-text
and just read the books into word files. Donʼt write what you think I want
you to. Decide what YOU want to have as a record of the
ideas and information you encounter. Drawings are
great! Bullet points are good! Finding ideas that relate
to each other converts information into ideas.
This is a reading assignemnt as well as
a design opportunity.
Turn your notes in each week.
Format: digital pdf (multi-page if needed, NOT a bunch of
separate cell phone pictures of crumpled papers), or on paper.
Put them in your class Google Drive folder if digital, or bring them to class if on paper
(you will get them back).
Why not create something you are excited to keep for future reference?
You could even take lecture notes in a matching format and create an amazing personalized history
of ID that you care about and want to keep for the future!
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March 13 Notes - Google Docs

•

THE INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
READER
Candace Wheeler, “Decorative and Applied Art”
1893
● Perhaps the first woman to run a successful
design firm in America (yas girl power)
● Committed to training women to earn their
own livings by employing them in traditionally
“feminine” craft enterprises, particularly
needlework
● Society of Decorative Art (1877), cofounded
the New York Exchange for Woman’s Work in 1878
○ Both organizations intended to promote the work of female craftspeople and
artwork
● Wheeler and her employees designed innovative textiles and embroideries
● Argues that the quality of one’s craft and design must conform to laws - design laws, to
create what people perceive as beauty
● “Decorative and applied art are the utmost importance to mankind” whats the difference
between decorative and applied art?
● “Applied art is to decorative art what the child is to the man” so applied art is born from
decorative art?
● Applied art - elevates our habits, invests our customs with dignity
● Adds a human factor to products, integrates it into our lives better, speaks with a human
voice, in a way gives it personality/character that reflects the owner’s

John Deere (pg. 182)
• Designed ﬁrst commercially successful self-scouring steel plough (1837) and began
manufacturing and selling them to local farms – transformed farming in west
• Introduced ﬁrst tractor (1923)
I K Brunel (pg. 126)
• Chief engineer to Great Western Railway and introduced broad-gauge railway track
(spanning 7’)
This made trains more comfortable and safer because of engine’s lower center of gravity,
and increased speed/travel time
• Also well-known for bridge designs, work as marine engineer and construction of Thames
Tunnel
•

Elias Howe (pg. 298)
• Built ﬁrst practical sewing machine (1845)
• Patented his handwheel-operated lock-stitch sewing machine
• Patent/legal issues, but eventually was paid royalties and given credit

Henry van de Velde, “A Chapter on the Design and
Construction of Modern Furniture” 1897
● Belgian painter, architect and designer
● One of the originators of the Art Nouveau style
● Promoted the ideas of William Morris
● In his essay he expresses his wish to design for
mass production, and to create products whose
forms are “rational”, “honest”, “modern” and well
suited to machine manufacture
● His ideal would be to have his projects executed a
thousand times, with strict supervision
● “Honest” - true, doesn’t change from his original design, “a model can
deteriorate through dishonest or misguided handling until its effect is
as worthless as the one it was destined to counteract”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aNRRljSRhBy_wiEC-yoH2sC1pHpdhDpX4K5JsDaT53E/edit

Difference Engine No.1 – ﬁrst automatic calculator (precursor to digital calculator and
modern-day computer)

Cyrus Hall Mccormick (pg. 377)
• Developed agricultural implements, including ﬁrst practical mechanical reaper (patented
1834)
• Revolutionized agricultural production by drastically improving the cutting of wheat –
turned west into bountiful wheatland and transformed North America’s economy during
Civil War

Minton (pg. 393)
• Mass-producing transfer-printed earthenware
• Well-known for blue and white “Willow Pattern”
• Also made ﬂoor tiles
Michael Thonet (pg. 530)
• ~1831 experimented with laminated wood
• Produced chairs in Biedermeier style – was recognized for new process of bending wood
laminates (1842)
• Developed techniques for mass-producing furniture
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Stanley (pg. 498)
• Began with a hardware company that made bolts and hinges, and high-quality planes
(1843)
1920’s products were available in every continent
Today creates hand tools that are ergonomically designed

•
•

Sir Henry Cole (pg. 161)

You are not required to read the complete text in our books, but doing so would strengthen your
understanding of the other entries, help you relate the content to the lectures, and create a better
learning experience. You SHOULD read it all. But you are not required to.
Readings are posted in the class Google Drive folder. Each week has a separate pdf file with
required readings first, extra stuff after, and then recommended readings at the end.
Worth UP TO 25 points each week

